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Modern Methods for Epidemiology 2012-05-22 routine applications of advanced statistical methods on real data have
become possible in the last ten years because desktop computers have become much more powerful and cheaper however
proper understanding of the challenging statistical theory behind those methods remains essential for correct
application and interpretation and rarely seen in the medical literature modern methods for epidemiology provides a
concise introduction to recent development in statistical methodologies for epidemiological and biomedical
researchers many of these methods have become indispensible tools for researchers working in epidemiology and
medicine but are rarely discussed in details by standard textbooks of biostatistics or epidemiology contributors of
this book are experienced researchers and experts in their respective fields this textbook provides a solid starting
point for those who are new to epidemiology and for those looking for guidance in more modern statistical approaches
to observational epidemiology epidemiological and biomedical researchers who wish to overcome the mathematical
barrier of applying those methods to their research will find this book an accessible and helpful reference for self
learning and research this book is also a good source for teaching postgraduate students in medical statistics or
epidemiology
Methods in Field Epidemiology 2012 this unique guidebook covers all aspects of practical field epidemiologic
investigation it explains the requirements defines terms and illustrates many examples of how to undertake the tasks
of the public health epidemiologist during a field investigation unlike other texts of its kind it breaks down each
function of field epidemiology to its constituent parts and thoroughly answers questions related to them topics
include public health surveillance qualifying a potential outbreak assembling and equipping a team hypothesis
generation and descriptive epidemiology epidemiological studies hypothesis testing interviews data analysis writing a
report public health laboratory s role in field environmental health components investigating non infectious health
events forensic epidemiology investigations gis and special considerations the text is accompanied by a complete
package of instructor resources including sample syllabus instructor s manual testbank and powerpoint slides
Statistical Methods in Epidemiology 1989 this book is an expanded version of the kahn s widely used text an
introduction to epidemiologic methods oxford 1983 it provides clear insight into the basic statistical tools used in
epidemiology and is written so that those without advanced statistical training can comprehend the ideas underlying
the analytical techniques the authors emphasize the extent to which similar results are obtained from different
methods both simple and complex to this edition they have added a new chapter on comparison of numerical results for
various methods of adjustment and also one on the primacy of data collection new topics include the kaplan meier
product limit method and the cox proportional hazards model for analysis of time related outcomes an appendix of data
from the framingham heart study is used to illustrate the application of various analytical methods to an identical
set of real data and provides source material for student exercises the text has been updated throughout
Epidemiologic Methods 2014 author s names reversed on the first edition
Methods in Epidemiologic Research 2012 a thorough practical reference on the social patterns behind health outcomes
methods in social epidemiology provides students and professionals with a comprehensive reference for studying the
social distribution and social determinants of health covering the theory models and methods used to measure and
analyze these phenomena this book serves as both an introduction to the field and a practical manual for data
collection and analysis this new second edition has been updated to reflect the field s tremendous growth in recent
years including advancements in statistical modeling and study designs new chapters delve into genetic methods
structural cofounding selection bias network methods and more including new discussion on qualitative data collection



with disadvantaged populations social epidemiology studies the way society s innumerable social interactions both
past and present yields different exposures and health outcomes between individuals within populations this book
provides a thorough detailed overview of the field with expert guidance toward the real world methods that fuel the
latest advances identify measure and track health patterns in the population discover how poverty race and
socioeconomic factors become risk factors for disease learn qualitative data collection techniques and methods of
statistical analysis examine up to date models theory and frameworks in the social epidemiology sphere as the field
continues to evolve researchers continue to identify new disease specific risk factors and learn more about how the
social system promotes and maintains well known exposure disparities new technology in data science and genomics
allows for more rigorous investigation and analysis while the general thinking in the field has become more targeted
and attentive to causal inference and core assumptions behind effect identification it s an exciting time to be a
part of the field and methods in social epidemiology provides a solid reference for any student researcher or faculty
in public health
Methods in Social Epidemiology 2017-03-20 written by a biostatistics expert with over 20 years of experience in the
field bayesian methods in epidemiology presents statistical methods used in epidemiology from a bayesian viewpoint it
employs the software package winbugs to carry out the analyses and offers the code in the text and for download
online the book examines study designs that
Modern Methods for Epidemiology 2012-10-26 methods just as diseases or scientists have their own history it is
important for scientists to be aware of the genesis of the methods they use and of the context in which they were
developed a history of epidemiologic methods and concepts is based on a collection of contributions which appeared in
spm international journal of public health starting in january 2001 the contributions focus on the historical
emergence of current epidemiological methods and their relative importance at different points in time rather than on
specific achievements of epidemiology in controlling plagues such as cholera tuberculosis malaria typhoid fever or
lung cancer the papers present the design of prospective and retrospective studies and the concepts of bias
confounding and interaction the compilation of articles is complemented by an introduction and comments by prof
alfredo morabia which puts them in the context of current epidemiological research
Bayesian Methods in Epidemiology 2013-08-13 comprehensive in its coverage and suitable for graduate or upper division
undergraduate students in a wide range of health related disciplines this latest offering by william a oleckno is a
full scale pedagogically rich introduction to fundamental ideas and procedures in epidemiology the text covers the
major concepts principles methods and applications of both conventional and modern epidemiology using clear language
and frequent examples to illustrate important points and facilitate understanding while oleckno provides thorough
treatment of the more customary aspects of conventional and modern epidemiology he also introduces several important
design and analytical issues that are only rarely approached in fundamental epidemiology textbooks concepts as
diverse as competing risks maturation futility and the prevalence and bias effects in the context of screening are
just a few examples of the broad range of concepts covered in this text a comprehensive glossary contains detailed
definitions of over 700 terms used throughout the 14 chapters comprising the textbook aspiring public health
professionals will appreciate the solid basis they gain from epidemiology concepts and methods and will want to keep
a copy close by as a valuable reference throughout their careers
A History of Epidemiologic Methods and Concepts 2013-11-11 tailored for multiple purposes including learning about
and being equipped to evaluate research studies conducting thesis dissertation capstone projects and publishing



scientific results epidemiologic research methods in public health practice covers the full breadth of epidemiologic
study designs and topics case case control and cohort studies
Epidemiology 2008-01-18 this is the first comprehensive text on the methodological issues in epidemiologic research
on infectious diseases it will be an invaluable resource both to students of epidemiology and to established
researchers the authors address such questions as what needs to be considered when enrolling participants in a study
of sexually transmitted diseases what are common sources of measurement error in population based studies of
respiratory infections what are some sources of existing data for epidemiologic studies of infectious diseases
answers to these and many other related questions can be found in this well organized comprehensive and authoritative
volume the first to thoroughly address the methodologic issues in conducting epidimiologic research on infectious
diseases the book will be an ideal complement to texts on general epidemiology and infectious disease an introductory
section will make it accessible to a wide variety of disciplines by providing an overview of topics that are
foundational to understanding infectious disease epidemiology such as the immunology of infections the biology of
infectious diseases and concepts of causation transmission and dynamics the rest of the book is structured around
sections on data sources and measurement methods by transmission type outbreak investigation and evaluation research
and special topics such as hiv aids research infections in the elderly and research collaborations in developing
countries
Introduction to Epidemiologic Research Methods in Public Health Practice 2013 with the many advances in the control
of infectious disease over the last 100 years the role of epidemiology in public health has transformed significantly
epidemiologic research now includes the study of acute and chronic diseases as well as the events behaviors and
conditions associated with health from seasoned author ray merrill this text explores how epidemiologic methods are
conducted and interpreted in four sections statistical methods in epidemiologic research covers basic concepts in
epidemiology and statistics study designs statistical techniques and applications as well as special topics publisher
s website
Epidemiologic Methods for the Study of Infectious Diseases 2001-03-22 epidemiologic studies provide research
strategies for investigating public health and scientific questions relating to the factors that cause and prevent
ailments in human populations statistics in epidemiology methods techniques and applications presents a comprehensive
review of the wide range of principles methods and techniques underlying prospective retrospective and cross
sectional approaches to epidemiologic studies written for epidemiologists and other researchers without extensive
backgrounds in statistics this new book provides a clear and concise description of the statistical tools used in
epidemiology emphasis is given to the application of these statistical tools and examples are provided to illustrate
direct methods for applying common statistical techniques in order to obtain solutions to problems statistics in
epidemiology methods techniques and applications goes beyond the elementary material found in basic epidemiology and
biostatistics books and provides a detailed account of techniques
Statistical Methods in Epidemiologic Research 2016 the basis for much of medical public health practice comes from
epidemiological research this text describes current statistical tools that are used to analyze the association
between possible risk factors and the actual risk of disease beginning with a broad conceptual framework on the
disease process it describes commonly used techniques for analyzing proportions and disease rates these are then
extended to model fitting and the common threads of logic that bind the two analytic strategies together are revealed
each chapter provides a descriptive rationale for the method a worked example using data from a published study and



an exercise that allows the reader to practice the technique each chapter also includes an appendix that provides
further details on the theoretical underpinnings of the method among the topics covered are mantel haenszel methods
rates survival analysis logistic regression and generalized linear models methods for incorporating aspects of study
design such as matching into the analysis are discussed and guidance is given for determining the power or the sample
size requirements of a study this text will give readers a foundation in applied statistics and the concepts of model
fitting to develop skills in the analysis of epidemiological data
Statistics in Epidemiology 1995-12-21 in the nearly three years since the publication of the activepi companion text
the authors received several suggestions to produce an abbreviated version that narrows the discussion to the most
essential principals and methods a pocket guide to epidemiology contains less than half as many pages as the activepi
companion text and is a stand alone introductory text on the basic principals and concepts of epidemiology
Multivariate Methods in Epidemiology 2002-05-30 this is the second edition of the first book to provide a complete
picture of the design conduct and analysis of observational studies the most common type of epidemiologic study
stressing sample size estimation sampling and measurement error the authors cover the full scope of observational
studies describing cohort studies case control studies cross sectional studies and epidemic investigation the use of
statistical procedures is described in easy to understand terms
A Pocket Guide to Epidemiology 2007-03-11 life course epidemiology is concerned with the origins of risk resilience
and the processes of ageing and how this information can be of value in a public health context particularly for
preventive health care its challenge is to discover develop and analyse sources of data that cover many years of life
especially the early developmental period when it is thought some fundamental aspects of lifetime health begin it
also analyses genetic propensity and environmental exposures the rapid development of life course epidemiology in
parallel with new work on developmental biology and the biology of ageing has bought innovative and ingenious methods
of data collection these require new methodological techniques for the design of observational and quasi experimental
studies of life course pathways to adult health this book describes these developments together with arguments for
improving the measurement of the social environment and its role in developing individual vulnerability or adaptation
the development of bio bank large scale population studies for the investigation of genetic effects is discussed
alongside the challenges this creates for the epidemiologist the changing design of studies increasing flow of
longitudinal data management of data analytic challenges timing and both traditional and more recent methods of
managing these features in the study of causality are discussed life course epidemiology has an essential role in
developing methods to evaluate precisely the impact of interacting developmental environmental and genetic effects
knowledge of which is fundamental for the design of effective prevention strategies in public health as well as for
the advancement of understanding in the broader spheres of health and medicine
Methods in Observational Epidemiology 1996 methods of clinical epidemiology serves as a text on methods useful to
clinical researchers it provides a clear introduction to the common research methodology specific to clinical
research for both students and researchers this book sets out to fill the gap left by texts that concentrate on
public health epidemiology and focuses on what is not covered well in such texts the four sections cover methods that
have not previously been brought together in one text and serves as a second level textbook of clinical epidemiology
methodology this book will be of use to postgraduate students in clinical epidemiology as well as clinical
researchers at the start of their careers
Epidemiological Methods in Life Course Research 2007-06-28 first edition published in 2002 second edition published



in 2008
Methods of Clinical Epidemiology 2013-06-01 textbook on the methodology of epidemiology the study of chronic disease
in man and the cause effect relationships of demographic aspects and environment etc on medical care includes a
bibliography pp 333 to 361 diagrams flow chart and statistical tables
Concepts of Epidemiology 2016 this book describes the variety of direct and indirect population size estimation pse
methods available along with their strengths and weaknesses direct estimation methods such as enumeration and mapping
involve contact with members of hard to reach groups indirect methods have practical appeal because they require no
contact with members of hard to reach groups one indirect method in particular network scale up nsu has several
strengths over other pse methods it can be applied at a province country level it can estimate size of several hard
to reach population in a single study and it is implemented with members of the general population rather than
members of hard to reach groups the book discusses methods to collect analyze and adjust results and presents methods
to triangulate and finalize pses
Epidemiology 1970 managerial epidemiology practice methods and concepts offers the most comprehensive overview of the
practical application of epidemiology to managerial problems in public and private healthcare settings the author s
broad based holistic approach makes this a unique text on the subject each chapter provides specific and practical
steps with concrete examples for applying the latest epidemiological methods to analyze and solve problems in
healthcare management and administration
Epidemiological Research Methods 1996 this book is dedicated to the proposition that health policy should be evidence
based and that epidemiology can provide much of the evidence unlike most textbooks of epidemiology which focus on
etiologic research it emphasizes the descriptive methods that are more relevant to policy part i introduces the
subject of policy and its formulation reviews selected methods that are generally relevant to health policy and
provides an overview of health data and their manipulation part ii proceeds through the policy cycle assessing
population health status assessing potential interventions making policy choices implementing and finally evaluating
policy at each step it identifies the potential contributions of epidemiology and describes and demonstrates relevant
methods many practical examples are provided drawn from several developed countries but mathematics is kept to an
elementary level a recurring theme is the interaction between health phenomena and the underlying population dynamics
and thus the close relationship of this type of epidemiology to demography
An Introduction to Epidemiologic Methods 1983 selected data mining concepts by j abello g cormode d fradkin d madigan
o melnik and i muchnik descriptive epidemiology a brief introduction by d schneider biostatistical challenges in
molecular data analysis by w d shannon mining online media for global disease outbreak monitoring by l hirschman and
l e damianos generalized contingency tables and concept lattices by d ozonoff a pogel and t hannan graph partitions
and concept lattices by j abello and a pogel using transmission dynamics models to validate vaccine efficacy measures
prior to conducting hiv vaccine efficacy trials by k desai m c boily b masse and r m anderson causal tree of disease
transmission and the spreading of infectious diseases by a vazquez structure of social contact networks and their
impact on epidemics by s eubank v s anil kumar m v marathe a srinivasan and n wang random graphs and the spread of
infections in a social network by j abello and m capalbo attempting to narrow the integrality gap for the firefighter
problem on trees by s g hartke influences on breast cancer survival via svm classification in the seer database by j
li i muchnik and d schneider validation of epidemiological models chicken epidemiology in the uk by d fradkin i
muchnik p hermans and k morgan index



Methods in Epidemiology 2021-08-02 the repertoire of quantitative analytical techniques in disciplines such as
ecology decision science and evolutionary biology has grown in part enabled by the development and increased
availability of computational resources integration of cutting edge quantitative tools into veterinary epidemiology
that have been borrowed from such disciplines has offered opportunities to advance the study of disease dynamics in
animal populations to improve and guide decision making related to disease prevention control or eradication
furthermore the need to explore new analytical methods for veterinary epidemiology has been driven by the increasing
availability and complexity of animal disease data the objective of this e book is to contribute to current methods
in epidemiology by 1 presenting and discussing novel analytical tools that help advance our understanding of
epidemiology and 2 demonstrating how inferences emerging from the application of novel analytical tools can be
incorporated into decision making related to animal health the e book constitutes a collection of articles that
explore the applications of a variety of analytical methods such as machine learning bayesian risk assessment and an
advanced form of social network analysis in the modern epidemiologic study of animal diseases
Managerial Epidemiology 2006 now updated with new data and examples throughout clinical epidemiology principles
methods and applications for clinical research second edition is a comprehensive resource that introduces the reader
to the basics of clinical epidemiology and explores the principles and methods that can be used to obtain
quantitative evidence on the effects of interventions and on the diagnosis etiology and prognosis of disease the
everyday challenges of clinical research and the quantitative knowledge required to practice medicine are also
examined making this book a valuable reference for both graduate and undergraduate students in medicine and related
disciplines as well as for professionals involved in the design and conduct of clinical research
Epidemiologic Methods for Health Policy 1999-06-17 this completely revised and updated edition of an outstanding text
addresses the fundamental knowledge of epidemiological methods and statistics that can be applied to evolving systems
programs technologies and policies this edition presents new chapters on causal thinking ethics and web resources
analyzes data on multinational increases in poverty and longevity details the control of transmissible diseases and
explains quality management and the evaluation of healthcare system performance
Epidemiological Research Methods 1999 epidemiologic research principles and quantitative methods davidg kleinbaum ph
d lawrence l kupper ph d hal morgenstern ph d epidemiologic research covers the principles and methodsof planning
analysis and interpretation of epidemiologic researchstudies it supplies the applied researcher with the mostup to
date methodological thought and practice specifically thebook focuses on quantitative including statistical issues
arisingfrom epidemiologic investigations as well as on the questions ofstudy design measurement and validity
epidemiologicresearch emphasizes practical techniques procedures andstrategies it presents them through a unified
approach whichfollows the chronology of issues that arise during theinvestigation of an epidemic the book s viewpoint
ismultidisciplinary and equally useful to the epidemiologicresearcher and to the biostatistician theory is
supplemented bynumerous examples exercises and applications full solutions aregiven to all exercises in a separate
solutions manual importantfeatures thorough discussion of the methodology of epidemiologicresearch stress on validity
and hence on reliability balanced approach presenting the most important prevailingviewpoints three chapters with
applications of mathematical modeling
Discrete Methods in Epidemiology 2007-06-07 a practical introduction to epidemiology biostatistics and research
methodology for the whole health care community this comprehensive text which has been extensively revised with new
material and additional topics utilizes a practical slant to introduce health professionals and students to



epidemiology biostatistics and research methodology it draws examples from a wide range of topics covering all of the
main contemporary health research methods including survival analysis cox regression and systematic reviews and meta
analysis the explanation of which go beyond introductory concepts this second edition of quantitative methods for
health research a practical interactive guide to epidemiology and statistics also helps develop critical skills that
will prepare students to move on to more advanced and specialized methods a clear distinction is made between
knowledge and concepts that all students should ensure they understand and those that can be pursued further by those
who wish to do so self assessment exercises throughout the text help students explore and reflect on their
understanding a program of practical exercises in spss using a prepared data set helps to consolidate the theory and
develop skills and confidence in data handling analysis and interpretation highlights of the book include combining
epidemiology and bio statistics to demonstrate the relevance and strength of statistical methods emphasis on the
interpretation of statistics using examples from a variety of public health and health care situations to stress
relevance and application use of concepts related to examples of published research to show the application of
methods and balance between ideals and the realities of research in practice integration of practical data analysis
exercises to develop skills and confidence supplementation by a student companion website which provides guidance on
data handling in spss and study data sets as referred to in the text quantitative methods for health research second
edition is a practical learning resource for students practitioners and researchers in public health health care and
related disciplines providing both a course book and a useful introductory reference
Applications of Novel Analytical Methods in Epidemiology 2018-12-07 a basic textbook addressed to medical and public
health students clinicians health professionals and all others seeking to understand the principles and methods used
in cancer epidemiology written by a prominent epidemiologist and experienced teacher at the london school of hygiene
and tropical medicine the text aims to help readers become competent in the use of basic epidemiological tools and
capable of exercising critical judgment when assessing results reported by others throughout the text a lively
writing style and numerous illustrative examples often using real research data facilitate an easy understanding of
basic concepts and methods information ranges from an entertaining account of the origins of epidemiology through
advice on how to overcome some of the limitations of survival analysis to a checklist of questions to ask when
considering sources of bias although statistical concepts and formulae are presented the emphasis is consistently on
the interpretation of the data rather than on the actual calculations the text has 18 chapters the first six
introduce the basic principles of epidemiology and statistics chapters 7 13 deal in more depth with each of the study
designs and interpretation of their findings two chapters concerned with the problems of confounding and study size
cover more complex statistical concepts and are included for advanced study a chapter on methodological issues in
cancer prevention gives examples of epidemiology s contribution to primary prevention screening and other activities
for early detection and tertiary prevention the concluding chapters review the role of cancer registries and discuss
practical considerations that should be taken into account in the design planning and conduct of any type of
epidemiological research
Clinical Epidemiology 2014-01-23 this book reviews the wide range of principles and methods used in epidemiologic
studies of working populations it describes the historical development of occupational epidemiology the approaches to
characterizing workplace exposures and the methods for designing and implementing epidemiologic studies copyright
libri gmbh all rights reserved
Epidemiology and the Delivery of Health Care Services 2009-11-13 this text provides masters level public health



students with a solid foundation in the epidemiologic methods necessary at the intermediate level uniquely light on
jargon the book uses a self learning approach with exercises embedded in each page to reinforce concepts and
application the book creates a bridge from student to professional with lively descriptions of career paths for the
mph level epidemiologist complete chapters on program evaluation and implementation and analysis of studies are also
provided key features examines the methodological skill set unique to epidemiology at an intermediate level provides
practice problems case studies discussion sections and datasets in which to practice the methods learned offers boxed
examples from sources such as peer reviewed literature governmental resources and lay sources
Epidemiologic Research 1991-01-16 this is the first book to provide a complete picture of the design conduct and
analysis of observational studies the most common type of epidemiologic study stressing sample size estimation
sampling and measurement error the authors cover the full scope of observational studies describing cohort studies
case control studies cross sectional studies and epidemic investigation the use of statistical procedures is
described in easy to understand terms
Quantitative Methods for Health Research 2018-02-05 this book examines statistical methods and models used in the
fields of global health and epidemiology it includes methods such as innovative probability sampling data
harmonization and encryption and advanced descriptive analytical and monitory methods program codes using r are
included as well as real data examples contemporary global health and epidemiology involves a myriad of medical and
health challenges including inequality of treatment the hiv aids epidemic and its subsequent control the flu cancer
tobacco control drug use and environmental pollution in addition to its vast scales and telescopic perspective
addressing global health concerns often involves examining resource limited populations with large geographic
socioeconomic diversities therefore advancing global health requires new epidemiological design new data and new
methods for sampling data processing and statistical analysis this book provides global health researchers with
methods that will enable access to and utilization of existing data featuring contributions from both epidemiological
and biostatistical scholars this book is a practical resource for researchers practitioners and students in solving
global health problems in research education training and consultation
Cancer Epidemiology 1999
Research Methods in Occupational Epidemiology 2004
Encyclopedia of Epidemiologic Methods 2000
Intermediate Epidemiology 2014-09-16
Methods in Observational Epidemiology 1986
Epidemiologic Methods for the Study of Infectious Diseases 2001
Statistical Methods for Global Health and Epidemiology 2020-04-13
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